
 

 

Attitude………… Does it really matter? 

Frankly, I have revisited dictionary before asking you this question. 

Surprisingly, it is having its hold as a Noun, Verb and Adjective. 

I know, you all must be wondering as what I have started with? Such a silly comment! 

 

But then my dear friends, let me start by that silly way also. 

Are we really worrying for this word ‘ATTITUDE’ today? 

I guess, somehow we have forgotten its importance. 

Oh no, wait… Actually, we do not have time to think for that seriously. 

 

But now I am sure, at least it is having some importance. That is why you have reached to this line.  

So then how does it matter? Simply accepting the fact and situation or ignoring the same? 

 

Every day and in fact, every moment in this fast moving world, we come across so many problems, 

oh sorry my bad, let me put it as ‘situations’ which really shakes our imagination and further drives 

our thinking process in vague direction if we do not take it positively. 

 

Let me put forward this though with very simple real life example, 

What if our same team member gets a leave while we don’t? 

Or that they get recognized and apprized more than us though we work so hard. 

We can't imagine that, right? Very difficult situation! 

 

It’s fine yaar, if they are breathing more. Does it really matter? But yeah, our attitude matters. 

It is good if they are improving their skills, putting efforts for their personal developments along 

with managing the corporate assigned work. I think, we are unable to accept it, right? 

Moreover, being manager, we being unable to resist that storm. 

 

Calling our subordinates or team members on weekend and giving or asking them the update on 

current status after office hours, is that really going to change the results? 

Or keeping them engaged and sitting late evening will change that storm that day itself? 

Height of it..... 

Is it like they don’t understand their responsibilities? Or that they are lazy in doing their work? 

 

All this assumptions actually leads us nowhere my dear friends but to failures only. Let us give 

them their own space, let them live their life happily, let them breathe and that is where our 

ATTITUDE actually matters. And vice-versa, if the individual’s understand their responsibilities then 

really ATTITUDE do play its vital role. 

 

Sometimes we are unable to understand our personal issues. We don’t understand our parent’s 

situation or most of the time, we think that they don’t understand our so called PROBLEMS. 

Oh really!!!! Is it so????? 
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But then have we given them enough space and time to understand or talk? 

Have we tried our level best to make them understand? 

Or is it something, we really don’t care for? Probably we are trying to run away from such 

challenges. 

 

Again my friends, if we see these challenges in a different way, yes again ATTITUDE matters here, 

then we can make the things go normal and in positive direction. 

 

But yeah, knowingly and unknowingly, we should not drag this strong ATTITUDE towards the 

negative direction. It should not take the picture or wear the mask of that ignorance towards 

mankind and towards humanity. 

 

Just give me a break here! 

 

Yeah, people do enter in that zone and happily enjoy their status and power just to show their so 

called ATTITUDE. This word has totally different impact in this scenario. 

If someone is hurt or they are not happy with your so called ‘ATTITUDE’ then what is the use of 

such ATTITUDE? 

 

But then at that same time, If someone is getting smile on his/her face because of our ATTITUDE 

then let us go for it yaar. We should not wait for any circumstances or should not get stuck in any 

situation. 

 

Friends, our ATTITUDE only matters in every such situation. 

We can reframe our all problems, worries, sudden shocks, multifold tensions and depression as a 

mere temporary situation and challenges and can guide those towards positive direction. 

And then at the end, after dissolving our all the challenges, we can surely change and incline our 

ATTITUDE towards others happiness, towards betterment, towards improvement, towards selfless 

help and support. Now that really matters a lot! 

 

Then let’s play one fair game. So are you guys in the GAME? I am……  and I am guaranteeing you, 

exceptionally odd commitment than warranty, every outcome would be yours and every desire of 

yours fulfilled and those all the happiness would be yours only.  

 

Because our ATTITUDE does matter! 
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